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Abstract

Multi-criteria decision aiding (MCDA) is a process implying two distinctive actors (the client and the analyst) which aims at providing transparent and coherent support for complex decision situations, taking into account values of decision makers involved in a specific decision context. The theoretical framework of MCDA traditionally addresses problems involving a single decision maker. However, MCDA ought to investigate the case where the decision maker is made up of groups of individuals with conflicting interests. In contrast, cognitive mapping (CM) is frequently used in order to capture the values in a group of individuals and to reduce the antagonism between such values. Its ability to capture multiple values and reduce their conflicting aspects provides a rationale for decision problem analysis with multiple stakeholders. Nevertheless, capturing values by CM is not always intended for a subsequent multi-criteria analysis.

This paper explores the integration of both techniques combining their respective strengths as well as their application in assessment of hydrogen technologies scenarios in terms of their perception and social acceptability by the general public.
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1. Introduction

The work report on this paper is conducted within the context of the AIDHY project, in which distributed expertise on hydrogen technologies is brought together to address the issue of the social acceptability of hydrogen technologies scenarios. Power planning marked by the predicted decline of fossil fuels and the need for consideration of environmental concerns and energy independence, lead governments to think in terms of energy mix. The term energy mix refers to the distribution, within a given geographical area, of energy originating from various energy sources (crude oil, natural gas, coal, nuclear energy, and renewable energy). It depends on (i) the availability of usable resources (possibility of local or import resources), (ii) the extent and nature of energy needs to be meet, (iii) the social, economic, environmental and geopolitical context and (iv) the political choice resulting from the previous points. As a result the choice of energy mix is a complex decision with important consequences in society. Different energy mix will require different types of energy carriers for effective transformation, storage and consumption. This resulted in developing new technologies about energy carriers such as the hydrogen. To ensure that energy using such new technologies is not rejected, a study of social acceptability must be conducted.

The decision makers face a complex situation, since assessing hydrogen technologies involves the evaluation of many conflicting objectives, expression of various multiple stakeholders. This decision context is even more difficult because of its social dimension. This difficulty is particularly important when the social group is extended to the general public, which by definition consists of heterogeneous opinions. Since the sum of individual rationalities does not necessarily lead to a collective rationality it is unlike that consensus self-emerges. Hence the necessity to study the problem of the legitimacy of the decision and its acceptability by the stakeholders.

In order to face the particular complexity of decision problems in such contexts, Munda [43] suggests a methodological framework called “Social Multi-criteria Evaluation”. This methodology emphasises uncertainty and significant conflicts of values, an issue specific to public decision processes. In addition to a technical dimension of uncertainty, which is quantitative and relative to the inaccuracy of the parameters and can be apprehended by tools such as sensitivity analysis, robustness and Monte Carlo methods, it offers three other dimensions: (i) a methodological dimension which is related to the reliability of the methods used, (ii) an epistemological dimension which
is linked to the lack of knowledge w.r.t. the problem studied and (iii) a social dimension due to the “social mess” [25]. In the latter case of social uncertainty, decisions are not completely determined by scientific facts (see also [38]). Assuming that a good decision involves a socio-technical process, scientific arguments can be debated by the arguments based on the values of the actors. The actors being taken into the sense of socio-economic public and private stakeholders. This is for instance the case of the hydrogen scenarios assessment when it comes to evaluate technologies scenarios, based on scientific expertise and taking into account the values of the general public.

Multi-criteria decision aiding (MCDA) is often chosen as the basis for decision support systems in prospect of energy issues (see [41], [42], [53]), since MCDA aims at providing transparent and coherent support for the comprehension of complex decision situations with possibly conflicting objectives. Typically, depending on the approach or a combination of approaches adopted (Normative, Descriptive, Prescriptive, or Constructive) [55], a decision aiding process consists in producing four cognitive artifacts: (1) a representation of problem situation, (2) a problem formulation, (3) an evaluation model, and (4) a final recommendation [55]. Many MCDA evaluation models are based on deterministic evaluations of the consequences of each alternative on each attribute in relation to the views of a single and specific decision maker. Traditional evaluation methods have difficulties solving problems involving several possible decision makers with potentially conflicting objectives. Hence, mechanisms that guarantee for the consistency of the problem situation and its development should be included. Another problem is that there are no features inherent in classical MCDA allowing to capture values for more than one decision maker or considering social uncertainty in public decisions. Under such a perspective there are substantial benefits to be expected from a framework that integrates Cognitive mapping (CM) into MCDA going beyond from social choice inspired methods or from methods eliciting sound trade-offs (see [8], [9]).

Cognitive mapping has been applied predominantly in psychology and behavioural sciences [29], management (see [19], [12], [21], [36], [37], [50], [56]), politics (see [2], [20]), economics (see [11], [35]) and other areas (see [39], [40]). Although CM have been initially fit for individual decision making representations, they are nowadays mainly used to support group decision contexts where one should consider judgments of experts and group participation in an environment (focus groups) that fosters creativity. A prime aim of cognitive maps is to graphically represent the ideas of a group of individ-
uals through a network of interrelated concepts. Cognitive mapping allows to build a shared vision of the decision problem and facilitate the identification of values and their conflicting elements that may have an impact on the consequence of decision [18]. The way cognitive mapping allows to deal with values differs from conventional methods. These usually present one single decision maker objectives, including his values and interests in terms of criteria and preferences. Instead, cognitive mapping address complexity by presenting several stakeholders objectives that encompass all their relevant values, so as to reach a cluster of consensual values through “negotiation of ideas” [12] between individuals. In addition, the design of cognitive maps through the interactive setting of focus groups is likely to be attractive to stakeholders, for it provides additional means of decision legitimacy by ensuring transparency and participation. Cognitive mapping indeed provides support for mapping the participation of multiples stakeholders as shown in the methodology proposed by Damart [13].

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 starts with a brief outline of MCDA illustrating how MCDA methods can be applied. Then the analysis of cognitive maps and the structuration of a decision problem on the basis of cognitive mapping findings are explained. Subsequently, the problem of cognitive maps items conversion into value tree for objectives by clustering them under high-level and lower-level hierarchically is considered. We demonstrate how a judicious choice of graphical models can facilitate this conversion. Then, an example for the AIDHY project is introduced to highlight the key points of our approach. The last section gathers conclusions.

2. Value trees and problem structuring

According to Simon [52], decision making is a process consisting of three main stages: (1) Intelligence, (2) design and (3) choice (see Fig. 1). In the intelligence phase, we try to determine if the problem to face requires a decision. Simon considers the design step as the true structuring phase of the problem since it allows the identification of alternatives, criteria and attributes. However, following the authors of the so called “soft operational research” (for a discussion, see the opposition between Soft Operations Research (OR) and Hard Operations Research in [10], [48]), we consider that the intelligence stage is an integral and most important part of problem structuring because it prevents type III errors: defining the wrong problem, leads to the wrong solution (see Raiffa [47]). Many other authors also focus on this crucial phase
of decision analysis as a starting point for problem structuring (see [8], [16], [48], [55]).

Figure 1: General framework of decision analysis. Sources: Galves [23]

From Figure 1, we can see that the results of structuring is an input to a multi-criteria evaluation model. This necessary link between the structuring and evaluation model has been the subject of numerous studies (see [4], [39]). Since for most MCDA evaluation models the criteria are deduced from the objectives, the later have to be elaborated and made clear. Using the principles of value-focused thinking proposed by Keeney [28] seems adequate in order to address this issue. These principles allow to specify objectives in terms of decision-making context, purpose and preferential direction. Objectives are statements of something that one desires to achieve. According to Keeney [28], objectives are characterised by three features:

- decision context
- object
- direction of preferences

For example, two objectives for power planning decisions could be to minimise costs and to maximise security. For the former objective, the decision context could be the choice of a good power plan, the object is costs for a
chosen plan, and less costs are preferred to more costs. For the last objective, the decision context remains the same, the object is systems’ security for a chosen plan, and more security is preferred to less security.

For decisions using multiple attributes, Keeney and Raiffa [27] propose to structure the decision maker’s objectives, beginning with defining their area of concern, which must provide a formal specification of these objectives, so that multiple points of view are comprehensively considered. Keeney [28] distinguishes two types of objectives: the fundamental and the means objectives. He states the difference as follows: on the one side, “The fundamental objective characterises an essential reason for interest in decision situation”; on the other side, “A means objective is of interest in the decision context because of its implications for the degree to which another (more fundamental) objective can be achieved [...].”

For example, higher control system may appear to be an important objective, but it may be seen important only because it would allow a plan to increase its security standards. Thus, higher control system could be seen as a means objective and increasing security standards as a fundamental objective.

In traditional MCDA methods, structuring objectives (assuming the perspective of an evaluation) results in a value tree hierarchy of objectives referring to the fundamental objectives hierarchy and criteria associate with it (cfr. an illustrative example in Figure 2). This is a three level value tree 3-level value tree of fundamental objectives. The construction of such fundamental objectives is based on a top-down approach. In this approach the overall fundamental objective is identified, then it is detailed into more specific objectives. The decomposition of objectives is carried out iteratively until a sufficiently low level, that can be associated with an attribute or a measurable criterion, is reached. This type of representation of decision-making structure has been used by many authors and applied effectively in many studies (see [1], [5], [44], [46], [49], [51]) particularly in the field of energy issues (see [26], [45]). In order to help the structuring of objectives, Belton et al.[3] propose the use of cognitive mapping [19] which we develop in section 3.
3. Cognitive mapping (CM)

In traditional MCDA setting, two individuals, the decision maker (DM) and the analyst interact with respect to a problem situation. This interaction is intended to help a decision-maker to structure his ideas for handling the problem that he faces. An informal dialogue between the decision maker and the analyst may be sufficient in the case of a single decision maker. In the case of multiple decision-makers or group of stakeholders, this task becomes much more difficult. On the basis of former works about animal psychology [54], human psychology [29], or strategic choice approach [22], Bougon [7], Eden [19], Ackermann [19] and Komocar [30] proposed a more formal tool for this kind of interaction: cognitive mapping (CM). The general idea of cognitive mapping is to graphically represent the ideas of a group of actors through a network of concepts and possible causal links. A cognitive map is co-constructed by the participants and the facilitator in a format that is viewable by all participants in the focus group (cf. section 1). These groups aim to promote open discussion among participants and stimulate their imagination to make them produce the most ideas in the shortest possible time (brain-storming). The facilitator is the person responsible to conduct and supervise the discussion in a group of approximately fifteen individuals. The
CM activity can be conducted through a focus group conversational mode. Focus groups are a special type of group used to gather information from members of a clearly defined target audience. Such audience is composed of six to twelve people who are similar in one or more ways, are guided through a facilitated discussion, on a clearly defined topic to gather information about the perceptions, opinions, beliefs, etc. of the group members.

CM is generally used in a process of decision support for defining a problem through a “network of explanations and consequences associated with a unique situation”[12]. Its visualisation “helps to think, explore and transform or confirm more or less shared ideas”. In this sense it can resolve conflicting objectives through “negotiating ideas” between individuals. Beyond the interest to tell what the problem is, we will focus on analysis and exploitation of its contents for purposes of structuring a multi-criteria analysis. In our study, this implies to consider cognitive maps not as a goal but as a mean. For this purpose we will retain the following definition: “cognitive map is a graphical representation of the mental representation that the researcher [facilitator] gets from a set of discursive representations expressed by a subject from its own cognitive representations, about a particular object”[12].

Several graphic forms that adopt different conventions have been proposed by Bougon and al [6], Axelrod [2] and Eden [18] in order to represent cognitive maps (see Fig. 3, 4 and 5).

![Cognitive Maps](image)

**Figure 3:** Graphical form used by Bourgon. **Figure 4:** Graphical form used by Axelrod. **Figure 5:** Graphical form used by Eden.
Sources: [18] Sources: [18] Sources: [18]

**Example 3.1.** Figure 6 represents a partial cognitive map using Eden[18] convention describing the acceptance of H$_2$ powered cars by a group of individuals. More details and explanation about this map will be given in the
next subsection. At this level, we will only present an overview of this map. Indeed, it is part of a cognitive map constructed by interaction with a group of individuals who expressed their views on the issue of hydrogen (see [34]). In the next section, we will return to this example to demonstrate the potential of such a representation regarding its possible transformation into a value tree, particularly that of stakeholders objectives. Our goal is to provide a consistent methodology for moving from one representation to another one in a process of multi-criteria decision aid involving groups of individuals rather than a single decision maker.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 6:** Illustrative (partial) cognitive map on H$_2$ powered cars. Sources: [34]

4. Conversion of cognitive maps in value trees

The conversion of cognitive maps in value trees can be based both on the physical structure of these graphical representations and their semantic aspects. Here, we first present briefly the theoretical framework underlying this conversion, then we propose handling practices to reflect the characteristics of these graphs in terms of a decision-aiding context.

*Theoretical approach*

Formally, the two objects that are the subject of this section i.e., cognitive maps and value trees, are graphs; the former being a simple graph and the
last being a particular type of graph. Many textbooks provide a broad development of this objects in graph theory (see [15], [24], [57] and [17]). To apply the graph formalism in our model, we propose the following definitions:

**Definition 4.1.** A directed graph (also called digraph) is an ordered pair of sets \( G = (\mathcal{V}, \mathcal{A}) \) where \( \mathcal{V} = \mathcal{V}(G) \) is a set of vertices and \( \mathcal{A} = \mathcal{A}(G) \subseteq \mathcal{V}(G) \times \mathcal{V}(G) \) a set of arcs consisting of ordered pairs of vertices of \( \mathcal{V} \).

**Definition 4.2.** A digraph is said to be connected if there is path (an alternating sequence of vertices and arcs, beginning and ending with vertices, with no repeated vertices), between any two vertices.

**Definition 4.3.** A **cognitive map** (CM) is a connected digraph \( CM = (\mathcal{C}, \mathcal{A}) \) with concepts like concerns, objectives, events, key issues, ideas, or/and opinions as vertices (\( \mathcal{C} \)) and relationships between concepts as arcs (\( \mathcal{A} \)). Here a CM digraph is loopless, i.e \( \forall u \in \mathcal{C}, (u, u) \notin \mathcal{A} \).

Concepts represent ideas, opinions and key issues an individual or group of individuals associate with the investigated issue. For example, in our case, in cognitive maps capturing the perception and social acceptability of hydrogen technologies, concepts represent key issues and main options a specific group of individuals associated with the idea of hydrogen technologies and their consequences. As we state in definition 4.3, concepts on cognitives maps may be heterogeneous items (e.g concerns, opinions, ideas, etc.). In addition, cognitive maps capture in a hierarchical format (although inaccurate, imprecise and biased) how an individual explains its perspective, and why situations (strategic issues) might matter for the strategic future of an organisation (eliciting goals, objectives, values).

Thus we can derive from the CM digraph, a connected subdigraph denoted by \( C_oM = (\mathcal{O}, \mathcal{A}_o) \) where \( \mathcal{O} = \mathcal{O}(C_oM) \) represents a set of stakeholders' objectives derived from the initial set of concepts \( \mathcal{C} \) (\( \mathcal{O} \subseteq \mathcal{C} \)) and \( \mathcal{A}_o \) the corresponding subset of \( \mathcal{A} \) consisting of ordered pairs of objectives so that \( \mathcal{A}_o = \mathcal{A} \cap (\mathcal{O} \times \mathcal{O}) \).

**Definition 4.4.** An **arborescence** with a vertex \( r \) called the root is a subdigraph \( T = (\mathcal{V}', \mathcal{A}') \) of digraph \( G \) which does not contain a pair of opposite arcs (no cycle) and such that the following conditions hold: (i) if the directions of arcs are ignored, then \( T \) is a spanning tree; (ii) there is a path from \( r \) to every other \( u' \in \mathcal{V}' \).
Thus a **value tree** of objectives \((VT_o)\) is an arborescence whose root is the overall objective.

Given these definitions, the question is under which conditions we can move from a graph representation \((C_oM)\) to a tree representation \((VT_o)\) in accordance with the objective of our study. The following lemma gives us a tool to effectively address this issue.

**Lemma 4.1.** \(C_oM\) contains an arborescence \(VT_o\) if and only if each vertex in \(C_oM\) is reachable from \(r\). Where \(r\) is a vertex called root and there is a path from \(r\) to every other vertex \(v\in\mathcal{O}\).

To prove this lemma, we recall the following definition (see [57]):

**Definition 4.5.** A spanning tree \(T\) of a graph \(G\) is a subgraph of \(G\) containing all the vertices of \(G\) such that \(V(T) = V(G)\). Where \(V(T)\) (respectively \(V(G)\)) is the set of vertices of \(T\) (respectively of \(G\)).

**Proof 4.1 (Lemma 4.1).** proof of \(1 \iff 2\):

1 \(\equiv C_oM\) contains an arborescence \(VT_o\); 2 \(\equiv\) each vertex in \(C_oM\) is reachable from \(r\).

(a) proof of \(1 \Rightarrow 2\) : assume that the direction of arcs is ignored in \(C_oM\) (without loss of generality) and that \(C_oM\) contains an arborescence \(VT_o\), hence \(VT_o\) is a spanning tree (cfr.(i) in definition 4.4) and \(V(VT_o) = V(C_oM)\) (cfr. definition 4.5), from these consequences, the conclusion is straightforward: each vertex in \(C_oM\) is reachable from any vertex in the spanning tree \(VT_o\), since there is no cycle (cf. definition 4.4). In particular, each vertex in \(C_oM\) is reachable from the the root \(r\) of the spanning tree.

(b) proof of \(1 \Leftarrow 2\) : assume that each vertex in \(C_oM\) is reachable from \(r\), hence there is (i) a path from \(r\) to any other vertex \(u\in VT_o\), subgraph of \(C_oM\) ; and (ii) \(VT_o\) has no cycle.

(i) and (ii) \(\Rightarrow VT_o\) is a spanning tree , hence \(VT_o\) is an arborescence contained in \(C_oM\). \(\square\)

The consequence of this lemma is that, by construction, a cognitive map still contains an arborescence since the main concept is the root from which all other concepts are directly (strongly connected) or indirectly (weakly connected) related.

Within this formalism, the transfer of CM into a value tree follows some rules. Since graphs can have closed circuits, this transfer is achieved by
“meaningfully” \( (R_1) \) opening the circuits by either duplication of one of its vertices (which may contain more distinctive information) or \( (R_2) \) merging two or more vertices (which may contain redundant information). This transfer patterns, using graph theory, and the previous rule will be illustrated by a real-world case study in section 5.

**Practical approach**

To consider a conversion from cognitive maps to a value tree of objectives, a set of features should be identified between the two graphs. These may be differences or similarities such that by a minimum of simple manipulations, we can move from one graph to another and possibly vice versa. In general, the concepts are represented by circles connected by arrows indicating the presence and direction of the relationship of influence between them. In some cases, the direction of the link when it exists, is represented by the signs (+) or (−) indicating a positive or negative correlation. It appears that the graphical formalism to draw a cognitive map is not always the same. Depending on the chosen formalism, a graphical representation can be more or less adapted to a given problem. If the modelling of the decision problem is oriented to the construction of an evaluation model, therefore based on the principle of value tree of objectives, the formalisms of Axelrod [2] and Eden [19] are more suitable. According to these graphical formalism and the value tree features (see section 2), we propose to articulate the transition from cognitive maps to value trees through the following matrix connecting them (see Table. 1):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key transfer points</th>
<th>Cognitive Map</th>
<th>Value Tree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Objet</td>
<td>Concepts</td>
<td>Objectives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Starting point</td>
<td>Central concept</td>
<td>Overall objective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure</td>
<td>Relational</td>
<td>Hierarchical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of relation</td>
<td>Influence</td>
<td>Top-down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nature of relation</td>
<td>Correlation</td>
<td>Preferential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direction</td>
<td>Positive/Negative</td>
<td>Maximize/Minimize</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stakeholders</td>
<td>Multiple DMs</td>
<td>Single DM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Matrix connecting items between value tree and cognitive map

The connection between the two graphs is a table of equivalences, which allows the transition from cognitive maps to values trees of objectives. Fol-
lowing such equivalences, the conversion between the two graphs becomes possible. The two graphs are differential graphical representations of similar underlying mental operations, assuming that all the concepts are the objectives, such operations being conducted to gather informations. With some manipulations, a cognitive map of the type Eden [19] or Axelrod [2] suggested, can be drawn as a value tree. Depending on the problem on hand, Axelrod cognitive maps can also be used to directly evaluate options by modelling them as fuzzy cognitive maps (FCM). The discussion of this approach is beyond the scope of this paper, but it can be found e.g in ([31], [32], [33]).

**Example 4.1.** Let consider again the acceptance of H$_2$ powered cars given in example 3.1 and its derived cognitive map (see Figure 6).

According to definition 4.1, the cognitive map in Figure 6 is a signed digraph $CM = (C, A)$ with circuit $(c_5c_4c_3)$ where $C = \{c_1, c_2, c_3, c_4, c_5, c_6, c_7, c_8\}$ is a set of concepts, $A = \{(c_2, c_1), (c_3, c_1), (c_8, c_1), (c_5, c_2), (c_7, c_2), (c_3, c_5), (c_4, c_3), (c_5, c_2), (c_5, c_4), (c_5, c_6), (c_6, c_3), (c_7, c_8), (c_8, c_0)\}$ are relation of influence between pairs of concepts and $P_+$ (respectively $P_-$) the positive (respectively negative) polarities of the edges.

The polarities are attached to the following meanings:

(R$_3$): $c_5$ has a positive influence on $c_2$ i.e more $c_5$ implies more $c_2$, hence the following proportional relation for any two concepts $i, j$:

$$(iP_+) \iff (c_i \nearrow) \land (c_j \searrow) \tag{1}$$

(R$_4$): $c_2$ has a negative influence on $c_1$ i.e more $c_2$ implies less $c_1$, hence the following conversely proportional relation for any two concepts $i, j$:

$$(iP_-) \iff (c_i \nearrow) \land (c_j \searrow) \tag{2}$$

For instance, (1) more mature will be the $H_2$ technologies ($c_7$), more the cars will be present in the market ($c_6$); (2) more will be the safety in $H_2$ cars ($c_4$), less will be the risk of $H_2$ explosion ($c_3$).

The final objectives hierarchy created by applying the previous theoretical and practical rules (R$_1$, R$_2$, R$_3$, R$_4$) on example 6 map, w.r.t the matrix connecting items, consist of a 3-levels value tree of objectives: The first level starts with the main goal of improving the acceptance of $H_2$ systems. To reach this main objective, the second level objectives are to maximise safety and minimise costs. The third level is achieved by three objectives: first
the objective of maximising safety is assumed to be reached by minimising risk of explosion and maximising control of systems, second the objective of minimising costs is reached by maximising the number of $H_2$ powered cars present in the market, etc. Practically this consists in transforming Figure 6 to Figure 7.

![Diagram](image.png)

Figure 7: Partial value tree on $H_2$ powered cars.

5. Real-world case based on hydrogen technology assessment

5.1. Example description and decision problem

This study was carried out in France within the context of the AIDHY (Decision support for the identification and support to societal changes brought about by new technologies of Hydrogen. A multidisciplinary project initiated by the French National Research Agency (ANR)) project aiming at (1) Understanding the factors of the social acceptability of hydrogen technologies as an energy carrier, and (2) Providing tools to integrate these factors in development scenarios of these technologies (see [34]). The depletion of fossil fuels, the environmental concerns and the rise of renewable energy, provide an overview of the current energy environment. The analysis of such information allows the formulation of concrete decision problems. Hydrogen is
an energy carrier, i.e. is a form of energy transposable, to be used in a place different from where it is produced. It’s a way to store energy for later use. An energy carrier does not exist in nature but is produced using different primary energy sources. For different uses, hydrogen needs to be produced, stored, and converted into useful energy in technical systems as shown in Figure 8 representing the hydrogen chain. There are several technologies for each of the activities in this chain, each with advantages and disadvantages. In addition, the introduction of these new technologies in the circuit of mass consumption could meet the opposition or even rejection by the general public. Thus, in such condition of multiple alternatives with different consequences, decisions must be taken in order to establish which technologies or group of technologies should be promoted w.r.t to social acceptability. This constitutes an assessment problem, an issue that arises in energy planning.

This particular assessment problem is characterised by a high level complexity, regarding both the multiple stakeholders and the social dimensions to be considered. The complexity of the problem suggests the need to adopt an integrated methodology to assist the hydrogen social acceptability process, providing a better understanding of it without leaving important features unattended. For this purpose, a problem structuring approach was adopted. Keeping in mind that at this stage we are interested in understanding how different types of stakeholders could react with respect to different scenarios of \( H_2 \) technologies deployment, we identified three classes of stakeholders: political decision makers, hydrogen industry actors, and the general public (citizens). In this paper, we focus only on the structure of the objectives of the public. Initially, cognitive maps relating to groups of individuals who are representative of different sensitivities of the public in relation to energy issues, were co-constructed. Then we implemented the approach described in section 4 to convert these cognitive maps to a value tree of the objectives of the public.
5.2. Cognitive maps

At an early stage of the decision aiding process, we wanted to share the same understanding of the problem, given the multidisciplinary nature of the project. To this end, through several rounds of discussions with participants including hydrogen experts, in addition to a literature review, we constructed a graphic encompassing its key points (see Figure 8). This first study structured the knowledge about hydrogen, and then submit it to the validation of the expert group in order to focus our work on a shared vision of the problem of hydrogen. This framework is a result of our problem structuring, combining group interactions with feedback from other pilot projects in the same field. At this stage of the process, only technical considerations were taken into account. The integration of the social acceptability in the process really began with the construction of the cognitive maps [14].

Three focus groups were conducted by the second author in order to gather informations on the perception of hydrogen by different interest groups. The first author participated as an observer in order to ensure that the need to bring out useful information for an implementation in a valuation model
was taken into account within the discussions. Ahead of focus groups, we have identified specific needs for a multi-criteria analysis perspective such as (i) setting goals and establishing priorities and trade-offs between the competitive ones, and (ii) setting criteria and alternatives. In the implementation of the focus groups, three citizen panels representing the general public were selected on the basis of their affinity with the problem of energy (for more details about these specific focus groups see [14]):

1. **Frequent users of public transport**
2. **Frequent users of personal car**
3. **Users of green technologies of power generation**

The activity of cognitive mapping that follows a particular protocol, allowed the facilitator to build the following cognitive maps of the previous categories (Figures 9, 10, 11).

![Cognitive map of frequent users of public transport](image)

**Figure 9.** Collective cognitive map of frequent users of public transport.
5.3. Value tree of objectives

The value tree representing the objectives of the public resulting from the application of the graphical conversion described in section 4 is displayed in
Fig. 12. A principal characteristic of these value trees of objectives is that they branch with increasing specificity from top to bottom. This characteristic is illustrated by the fact that the lowest level (third level) contains the greatest detail. The level selected to be used as evaluation criteria in a decision aiding process needs to be sufficiently detailed in order to allow quantification and measurement, but not that detailed to confuse analysis by drowning decision makers in a plethora of information, deviating them from the main goal of the process. The process of shaping the value tree into an operable form is an important aspect in developing a multi-criteria based decision-aiding process, where an appropriate balance between being too general and too detailed needs to be found. Therefore, some of the detailed objectives in cognitive maps shown in Fig. 9, 10, 11 were eliminated and categorised in a different way, so as to have more defining objectives in the value tree, inclusive of details that were removed.

Using the theoretical foundations and the practical tips described in section 4, and following the steps in Table 2, we obtained the Meta-value tree in Fig. 12 where the concerns about the acceptability is distributed following three generic categories of actors of the public.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step No</th>
<th>Description of the step</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Interviews between the facilitator/analyst and several representatives of stakeholder groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Structuring of values into a hierarchical order by the facilitator/analyst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Feedback of the value tree to stakeholder groups for comments or modifications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Iteration of process until each stakeholder group is satisfied with the final output</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Combination of all stakeholder groups specific value trees into a single “meta-tree”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Validation of the meta-tree by all participant groups (with the option of deleting criteria they dislike)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Stages of interactive elicitation of value tree of objectives

The three generic categories of actors of the public we mentioned above are:

1. Users of $H_2$ technical systems
2. Neighbours of $H_2$ technical systems
3. Citizens in a broad political sense

The objectives of these categories of actors are detailed in a meta-tree which is a tree constructed from the trees of each category of stakeholders groups by merging different trees. Only the resulting meta-tree is given here (Figure 12). The first level of the meta-tree is a separator which divide different stakeholders into the three generic categories of actors above. The following levels represent objectives, sub-objectives, etc.

---

**Acceptability of H₂ technologies by general public**

- Users
  - Individual vehicles
    - Reduce cost
    - Reduce purchase cost
    - Reduce utilization cost
    - Reduce maintenance cost
    - Improve services
    - Increase usage autonomy
    - Improve after-sales service and maintenance
    - Improve usage comfort
    - Improve security of utilization
  - Public means of conveyance
    - Reduce utilization cost
    - Improve usage comfort
    - Improve security on board
  - Mobile devices
    - Improve fuel cells security
    - Improve fuel cells friability
    - Reduce purchase cost
    - Improve fuel cells autonomy
  - Domestic stationary usage
    - Improve security of H2 stationary domestic systems
    - Reduce purchase cost of H2 stationary domestic systems
    - Improve H2 stationary domestic systems autonomy
  - Hydrogen pathway neighbouring
    - Production
      - Limit nuisance
      - Improve security
    - Storage
      - Improve security
    - Transport
      - Limit nuisance
      - Improve local environment
    - Utilization
      - Improve security
  - Citizen
    - Global environmental worries
      - Limit climatic changes
      - Reduce nuclear waste
    - Knowledge of H2 technologies
      - Increase public knowledge of H2 technologies
    - Confidence in H2 technologies holders
      - European norms
      - National norms
      - Manufacturers

---

Figure 12: Value tree of objectives for the general public
The overall hierarchy of the value tree we obtain consists of four levels, starting with the main goal: capturing the social acceptability of $H_2$ technologies. The next (second) level is about to achieve this main objective, by minimising economics impacts, maximising safety, minimising environmental impacts, maximising services, and maximising confidence. In the third level, the objective of minimising economics impacts is supposed to be reached by minimising purchase cost, minimising utilisation cost and minimising maintenance cost. Maximising safety is achieved by maximising security and maximising reliability. Minimising environmental impacts is obtained by minimising nuisance, minimising climatic change, minimising batteries for recycling and minimising nuclear waste. Maximising services is reached by maximising usage autonomy, maximising the number of service stations, and maximising after-sales service and maintenance service. Maximising confidence is achieved by maximising information sources, maximising confidence in National and European norms, and maximising confidence in manufacturers of $H_2$ systems. This description is obtained from Tables 3 and 4. Then the criteria are derived from the lowest level objectives as shown in Table 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1st level objectives</th>
<th>2nd level objectives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Social acceptability** | Economic aspects  
                          | Safety aspects  
                          | Environmental impacts  
                          | Supply security  
                          | Services  
                          | Confidence |

Table 3: objectives hierarchy

Tables 3, 4 and 5 are a way of presenting the information in Figure 12 so that they can be used in a valuation model, but not only. Indeed, all sub-objectives of the hierarchy of objectives are not directly measurable. Table 4 therefore allows to solve this problem by associating each low-level objective to an attribute or criterion. This is justified by the presence of Table 5 which is logically accompanied by Tables 3 and 4 to ensure a consistent presentation of the hierarchical decomposition.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3\textsuperscript{th} level objectives</th>
<th>4\textsuperscript{th} level objectives</th>
<th>Direction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Economic aspects</td>
<td>Purchase cost</td>
<td>Min.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Utilisation cost</td>
<td>Min.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maintenance cost</td>
<td>Min.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety aspects</td>
<td>Security</td>
<td>Max.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reliability</td>
<td>Max.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental impacts</td>
<td>Climatic change</td>
<td>Min.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nuclear waste</td>
<td>Min.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nuisances</td>
<td>Min.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supply security</td>
<td>Energy independence</td>
<td>Max.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Autonomy</td>
<td>Max.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Services</td>
<td>Service stations</td>
<td>Max.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maintenance services</td>
<td>Max.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confidence</td>
<td>Information sources</td>
<td>Max.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Confidence in norms</td>
<td>Max.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Confidence in ( H_2 ) systems</td>
<td>Max.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>manufacturers</td>
<td>Max.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: objectives hierarchy (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4\textsuperscript{th} level objectives</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Direction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Purchase cost</td>
<td>Purchase cost</td>
<td>Min.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utilisation cost</td>
<td>Utilisation cost</td>
<td>Min.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance cost</td>
<td>Maintenance cost</td>
<td>Min.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security</td>
<td>Perceived safety</td>
<td>Max.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliability</td>
<td>Operating time without failure</td>
<td>Max.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climatic change</td>
<td>( CO_2 ) emissions</td>
<td>Min.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuclear waste</td>
<td>Additional nuclear reactors</td>
<td>Min.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuisances</td>
<td>Sonore emissions</td>
<td>Min.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy independence</td>
<td>Diversity of sources in energy mix</td>
<td>Max.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autonomy</td>
<td>Distance covered</td>
<td>Max.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service stations</td>
<td>Availability of service stations</td>
<td>Max.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance services</td>
<td>Availability of maintenance services</td>
<td>Max.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information sources</td>
<td>Number of information sources</td>
<td>Max.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confidence in norms</td>
<td>Degree of confidence in norms</td>
<td>Max.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confidence in manufacturers</td>
<td>Degree of confidence in manufacturers</td>
<td>Max.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of ( H_2 ) systems</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Criteria definition from objectives hierarchy (continued)
6. Concluding remarks

In this paper, we discussed how evidence from cognitive mapping analysis can be translated into multiple criteria decision analysis by the mean of value trees of stakeholders objectives. Our claim is that this tools integration can be done with some theoretical and practical manipulations based on some rules, exploiting and taking advantage of appropriate graphical representation of the issue w.r.t the problem formulation.

More specifically, the work performed aimed at developing a methodological framework to inform the integration of CM into MCDA in the context of assessing hydrogen technology scenarios w.r.t their social acceptability. As this decision situation consists of a broad range of stakeholders with possibly conflicting and unstructured views, it appears difficult to make a “good” or “rational” decision in such a “social mess”. In such “ill-defined” decision context, it was crucial that the related decision problem is structured in order to build consensus among stakeholders’ objectives. However, structuring this problem needs to take specifically into account how to construct such a consensus and this is the reason for which CM comes into play. A small example combining CM and value tree of objectives (VTO) has been used to illustrate our approach, paying special attention to theoretical and practical standards we propose to operate the transfer from one map to another. Then this approach has been applied in a real world case dealing with the problem of the social acceptability of hydrogen technologies scenarios. The obtained results of this project showed that, in spite of some limitations, the framework has been able to structure the decision problems, leading to an operational and consensual evaluation model [34]. The developed methodology is quite different from other approaches documented in the literature where one can find either direct assessment of options with fuzzy cognitive maps (FCM) or the generation of VTO by a wish list, but not the combined use of both techniques. It encompass both paradigms in a framework that is able to accommodate a decision context with multiple stakeholders and multiples possibly conflicting objectives.

The suggestion for further developments concerns designing further experiments to test the impact of our two-stage methodology (cognitive mapping and value tree) on the consistency and effectiveness of the family of criteria obtained in the sense of Bouyssou et al. (see [8], [9]) w.r.t criteria axioms [34]. Whereupon, framing and formalising an algorithmic procedure of our integrated methodology is to be investigated.
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